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Travel of Assistant
Secretary Philip
H. Gordon to Russia,
Germany, and Poland
Assistant Secretary of State for European
and Eurasian Affairs Philip H. Gordon will
travel to Russia, Germany, and Poland from
October 25-29. In Russia, on October 25-26,
he will meet senior Russian government
officials to discuss bilateral issues and
European security in preparation for the
NATO-Russia Council summit in Lisbon
and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe summit in Astana. He
will also meet with academic, civil, and
human rights leaders.
He will then travel to Berlin, Germany, on
October 26-28 to meet with senior German
government officials and members of
Parliament, as well as hold a discussion on
U.S. and European engagement on global
issues at the German Institute for
International and Security Affairs.
Assistant Secretary Gordon will conclude
his trip in Warsaw, Poland, on October 2829. He will lead the U.S. delegation to the
U.S.-Poland Strategic Dialogue. He will also
give a speech highlighting the important
strategic relationship between the United
States and Poland as part of the European
Security Round Table.
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News of Polonia

Pasadena, California

Polish American Congress in forefront of
New York’s Pułaski Day Parade marchers
New York, N.Y. … The Downstate New York Division of the Polish American Congress
headed the Pulaski marchers from New York State as they stepped out on 5th Avenue for
the latter part of the parade.

Children of Polish Christian Holocaust Survivors

Joining the Children of Polish Christian Holocaust Survivors of the Polish American
Congress was one of their fathers, Walter Kołodziejek with His daughter, Tricia beside him.
Mr. Kołodziejek was one of the first prisoners the Germans sent to Auschwitz when they
began operating the concentration camp in 1940. For the first two years of operations, most of
the prisoners In Auschwitz were Polish Catholics like him. ❒

__________

An American Tribute to
Poland’s Hero Priest
By: Frank Milewski
pacdny@verizon.net

The Polish people have
never felt safer
By: Robert Strybel,
WARSAW–Poland now has probably best
relations with its neighbors in history.
Although they are not free of problems, the
Polish people have rarely if ever enjoyed a
similar sense of security and freedom to
develop without outside military
interference. The importance of that fact can
be highlighted by an old anecdote.
During creation, or so the story goes, God
said: “I will give Spain a warm, sunny
climate, the Dutch will have the world’s
most beautiful tulips, the French will get
splendid vineyards and to the Poles I will
give vast forests filled with game, lakes and
rivers abounding with fish, fields of golden
grain, rolling meadows, splendid mountains,
green valleys, beautiful flaxen-haired
maidens and strong, handsome, hardworking lads…”
At that point a little angel chimed in: “But
God, aren’t the Poles getting more than their
share?” “Not at all! Wait till you see who I
give them as neighbors!” God replied.
Throughout history, Poland’s major
drawback has been its precarious
geography. Since earliest recorded history it
has been invaded my Vikings, Mongols and
Germanic tribes, by Pagan Prussians,
Jadvignians and Lithuanians, Swedes,
Bohemians and others. The lack of natural
barriers from the east and west encouraged
Russian, Saxon, Danish and Sw3edish
troops to use Polish territory as a
battleground as was the case during the
Northern War (1700-1721). By the end of
the 1700s, Poland had been carved up and
wiped off the map by three aggressive
neighbors: Russia, Prussia and Austria.
Unlike other countries whose borders
were set after World War I by the 1919
Versailles Treaty, Poland regained its
independence after 123 years of nonexistence with weapons in hand. The
military force of Polish insurrectionists,
regular troops and Polonian volunteers in
Gen. Haller’s army were needed to secure
the borders with Germany, Russia, and
Ukraine, and still the Poland that emerged
was roughly one-third the size of the Polish-
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The media’s slander of
Poland: Ignorance, lazy
editing, or malicious
libel?
By: Alex Storożyñski, President
Kościuszko Foundation

__________

Our Warsaw Correspondent

October 2010

Brooklyn, N.Y. … Rev. Marek Sobczak
(center) expresses a prayer of thanksgiving
for the Catholic Church’s beatification last
June of Poland’s SOLIDARITY priest,
Father Jerzy Popiełuszko. A statue to his
memory is seen in the background.
Participating in the commemorative
ceremony conducted at Greenpoint’s
McCarren Park are Michael Pajak, president
of the New York Chapter of the John Paul II
Foundation (left) and Frank Milewski,
president of the Downstate N.Y. Division of
the Polish American Congress. The Sea
League of America, Liga Morska, provided
the honor guard (in rear).
Father Popiełuszko was bestowed the
Church’s title, Blessed, as a result of his
gangland murder by Communist authorities
on October 19, 1984. The Communists
ordered his execution for his inspiration of
the people of Poland to maintain their
courage and hope in face of relentless
Marxist violence and terror in Poland’s fight
for its freedom and independence.
It is widely acknowledged that Poland’s
1989 victory attaining this goal and the
subsequent collapse of the Communist
system should be significantly attributed to
the influence of this fearless priest and the
moral encouragement of Pope John Paul II.
With a commemorative mass scheduled
after conclusion of the outdoor observance,
the participants marched through the streets
of this well-known Polish community to St.
Stanislaus Kostka Church where Rev.
Sobczak is pastor. As they did when they
still lived in Poland, many in the throng
marched to the church singing traditional
Polish religious hymns.
Bishop Wojciech Polak from Poland’s
Gniezno Diocese was guest celebrant at the
St. Stanislaus memorial mass. Later in the
day, he traveled to St. Pancras Church in
Glendale (N.Y.) where he presided over the
annual Polish Heritage mass sponsored by
the Polish Apostolate of the Diocese of
Brooklyn. ❒
__________

The New York-born Chief Rabbi of
Poland, Michael Schudrich, says, "Accusing
Poles of participation in the Holocaust is a
sin." Yet on a regular basis, American
journalists do just that by calling Auschwitz
a “Polish concentration camp.” This is
Holocaust revisionism.
The Nazi concentration camps were built
by Germans, run by Germans, and guarded
by Germans. The victims of those camps
were Polish. Newspaper editors justify use
of the term “Polish concentration camp” as
geographical shorthand for “a German
concentration camp in occupied Poland.”
But this shorthand is Orwellian doublespeak
that turns victim into perpetrator and distorts
history. It perpetuates ignorance about the
Holocaust and gives impressionable readers
the idea that Poles built the camps. The
Auschwitz killing factory was a product of
German engineering, and both Polish Jews
and Catholics were murdered there.
On Sept. 1, 1939, the German blitzkrieg
stormed into Poland to burn down cities,
enslave the populace, build gas chambers to
murder Jews and execute Christian Poles
that helped them. Two weeks later, Soviet
Russia sent tanks into eastern Poland to
execute the leadership and destroy its
capitalist system. Poland fought Nazi
Germany longer than any other country and
the Germans used Auschwitz to kill Polish
soldiers and political prisoners, before
constructing gas chambers to murder Jews.
Adolf Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf, “in the
big lie there is a certain force of credibility,
because the broad masses of a nation are
easily corrupted ... and thus in the primitive
simplicity of their minds they more readily
fall victims to the big lie than the small lie.”
Hitler vowed to get rid of “Jews, Poles and
riff-raff.” He would be pleased that today
American newspapers blame Poles for his
Nazi death camps rather than the Germans.
The Nazis themselves gave the camp a
German name, “Auschwitz” and then hung a
sign over the entrance in German, “Arbeit
Macht Frei.” Calling it Polish is either lazy
or malicious.
This past week, on Oct. 20, The New York
Times ran an obituary of Dr. George Mathe,
which said that he had been sent to “a Polish
concentration camp in a cattle car.”
The shifting blame is getting so bad that in
June, The Los Angeles Times even ran a
piece in which its “Culture Monster”
reviewer F. Kathleen Foley used the phrase

“Nazi Poland.” This is libelous. The Los
Angeles Times corrected the mistake on its
web site.
In May, The Wall Street Journal used the
phrase “Polish concentration camp."“PolishAmericans protested outside the
newspaper’s offices, however The Wall
Street Journal refuses to remove the
defamatory phrase from its web site. The
Polish Consul General in New York, Ewa
Junczyk-Ziomecka wrote a letter to the
editor saying that the Journal is “indicating
that Poland was a participant in the Nazi
crime. In reality, my country was Hitler’s
most brutalized victim with more than six
million Polish citizens losing their lives
during the war.”
Of the six million Poles killed during
World War II, about half were Jewish while
the rest were Christian. German soldiers
also transported Jews from 27 other
countries into Nazi occupied-Poland to be
murdered in deaths camps like Auschwitz.
Because Poland resisted Germany, Hitler
ordered his army to bomb and burn Warsaw
to the ground.
This issue of historic accuracy was taken
up by the United Nations, and in 2007,
UNESCO officially changed the name of the
Auschwitz to "The Auschwitz-Birkenau
German Nazi Concentration and
Extermination Camp (1940-1945)."
Jewish leaders have also spoken out on
this issue. In Jan. 2005, Executive Director
of the American Jewish Committee, David
A. Harris, issued a statement which said in
part, "We would also like to remind those
who are either unaware of the facts or
careless in their choice of words, as has
been the case with some media outlets, that
Auschwitz-Birkenau and the other death
camps, including Belzec, Chelmno,
Majdanek, Sobibor and Treblinka, were
conceived, built and operated by Nazi
Germany and its allies. The camps were
located in German-occupied Poland, the
European country with by far the largest
Jewish population, but they were most
emphatically not 'Polish camps'. This is not
a mere semantic matter. Historical integrity
and accuracy hang in the balance."
In April 2006, Executive Director of the
Anti-Defamation League, Abraham H.
Foxman, wrote: "As an agency which
prioritizes remembrance of the Holocaust,
we share Poland's concerns over the
frequent description of the camp as a
"Polish" camp. Such a description implies
that the camp was built in the name of the
Polish people. As you know, this is
manifestly not the truth. Auschwitz stands
as a monument to the barbarity of Nazi
Germany. We therefore respectfully request
that the camp be officially referred to as the
'Former Nazi German Extermination Camp,
Auschwitz-Birkenau.' "
While there were Poles who committed
atrocities against Jews during and after
World War II, the Polish government
convicted and executed those who killed
Jews. The Polish underground established
the Council to Aid Jews, Zegota, which
rescued thousands of Jews. Irena Sendler
saved 2,500 Jewish children from the
Warsaw ghetto. Jan Karski sneaked through
enemy lines to beg Churchill & Roosevelt to
stop the Holocaust. They did nothing. Polish
Army Captain Witold Pilecki volunteered to
be arrested by the Germans and sent to
Auschwitz to try to organize a prison break.
The Germans executed thousands of Poles
who tried to save Jews. The phrase "Polish
concentration camp" desecrates their
memory.
The Polish newspaper Rzeczpospolita has
published editorials calling for legal action
against newspapers that use these
defamatory phrases. But it doesn't have to
end this way. Newspaper publishers and the
Associated Press can easily rectify this
situation by changing their stylebooks to
banish the phrase "Polish concentration
camps."
Some editors justify the use of this phrase
as a geographic location of the camps. But
while editors can find lots of reasons to
avoid doing the right thing and banning
these phrases from news stories, there are
six million reasons why they should. ❒
__________

